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BOOK 2 OF THE DARK NEW WORLD SERIESCassy has joined with Frank and his group, and the

group members declare themselves a Clan, pitting themselves as a group against the rising tide of

darkness around them. Then the death of one of their own creates new tensions that may tear the

Clan apart before it ever reaches the promised oasis of Cassyâ€™s homestead farm. Worse, they

are followed by a man bent on their destruction, who would take her farm for his own group if he can

find it. As the Clan continues its trek, invaders solidify their iron grip over the Eastern Seaboard,

opposed by a Resistance aided by a mysterious group known only as â€œthe 20s,â€• whose

identities and ultimate goals remain unknown. Events begin to unfold that will determine the future

of Cassy and her new family, and possibly the future of America.Best eBook Categories To

Describe EMP Exodus: EMP Apocalyptic Survival FictionEMP Apocalypse FictionEMP FictionSHTF
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I love the way this author writes. His craft is engaging, complex, and filled with the build up of



tension in all the right places throughout the story. The characters he has created are well defined

and unique in their individuality. This gives the reader the ability to fully understand the complexity of

each. As a writer, this is a rare ability and rare to find in this degree. His writing pulls the reader into

the story until suddenly they find that they actually feel as though they are witnessing in real life,

They drama of the prose. Great read and one I truly believe, having no doubt, you too will

enjoy.Don't forget to help out the authors of the books you read by leaving honest feedback.

Another excellent novel in this series...it is fast-paced in a logical way...the characters are

fully-developed and the "clan" is succeeding in coming together...it is a new world with major

challenges, but they are more than up for it...i loved it...plus there is a sneak peak at episode #3 at

the end...well worth the purchase and i cannot wait for #3 later this summer...still in my top 5 over

100 post-apocalyptic novels that i have read...

An outstanding continuation of book 1. This series is quickly becoming one of my all-time favorites.

It's written in an unusual way, but that never gets in the way of the story. In fact, I can't think of any

books that do such seamless POV shifts, other than perhaps the Liaden series. And the changes in

POV are never jarring, never pointless - you see the story almost like a movie in the mind, and the

different POVs give the story a great sense of movement. I love (love!) the characters, and watching

them grow from book 1 has been half the fun. This is unlike any other "prepper" fiction I've read -

like book 1, it's more post-apocalypse or dystopian than prepper. But the author clearly knows what

he's talking about, with lots of little easter eggs of prepping wisdom scattered throughout, without

ever becoming a lecture or monologue. BUY THIS BOOK. I don't think you'll regret it.

I feel bad not writing a review for the first book but I enjoyed it so much and was really into the story

that I couldn't wait to read book 2. Looking forward to book 3. I have rated this for five stars because

it is so more entertaining and realistic than all the zombie apocalypse stories. This is actually

something that very well could happen in my lifetime or the next generation. I think people are

reacting exactly how they are or would be under the circumstances. I also am enjoying the

unpredictable things that happen when they happen unlike a lot of other stories I have read thus far.

Like I said earlier I'm looking forward to book 3.

It took a while to get caught up in the story. Three different groups, separate from each other but still

connected. America is being invaded yet life within their clan /family/work life goes on with all of the



drama.A different type of apocalypse book. Looking forward to reading more in this series.

Couldn't put down these two books & can't wait for the third one. The action is fast, the characters

well developed an this is one terrific story. Most of the PAW fiction I've read doesn't go into detail

about a subsequent invasion. This story does and sure gives you something to think about.

Well what can I sayDisappointed? Mad?Those words can not describe how I feelThe book itself is

great. Love the seriesThis second book is a little more all over the mapHarder to follow than the first

oneBut the biggest let down????The ending!!!Really! Just like that?And wait until AUGUST for the

next one?Come on guysAnd this is not the first time y'all have done this to us readers.Seriously

what if IT HAPPENS?We would never be able to finish the series

There was enough action to keep me entertained. However, too much description and explanation

of thoughts and feelings made it drag a bit for me. I had to just skip some of the detailed description

and explanation.
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